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The Living Standards Measurement Study

The Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS)was established by the World Bank in
1980 to explore ways of improving the type and quality of household data collectedby Third
Worldstatisticaloffices.Its goal is to foster increaseduse of householddata as a basis for policy
decision making. Specifically,the LSMS is working to develop new methods to monitor
progress in raising levels of living, to identify the consequencesfor households of past and
proposed government policies,and to improve communicationsbetween survey statisticians,
analysts,and policy makers.
The LSMSWorkingPaper serieswas started to disseminateintermediateproducts from the
LSMS.Publicationsin the seriesinclude criticalsurveys covering differentaspects of the LSMS
data collection program and reports on improved methodologies for using Living Standards
Survey (LSS)data. Futurepublicationswill recommendspecificsurvey, questionnaireand data
processingdesigns, and demonstratethe breadth of policy analysisthat canbe carriedout using
LSSdata.
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I. INTRODUCTION

*

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the Living StandardsMeasurement Study (LSMS), recently begun at the World Bank. The initial objective of
this study is to identify the data which can most usefullybe collectedand the
best ways of collecting it, in order to provide a descriptionof living standards and a basis for analysis in support of policy formulation. Household
surveys are seen as being the primary means of data collectionfor this purpose.
The LSMS has been conceivedbroadly as a response to needs which are
widely recognizedamong all concernedwith the issues of development. Simply
put, these needs are for a better quantitativebasis for the design and monitoring of developmentpolicy. Given that such policy is primarily concernedwith
securingand raising the living standards of people, there is a premium on the
facts as they relate to living standards in general, and more specificallyto
poverty,basic needs, employmentand income distribution. Facts in these areas
are needed to complementthe picture of economicactivity as portrayedby data
on production,accumulation,the balance of payments,etc. The emphasis of the
developmentdebate, at all levels, is focused ultimatelyon people and their
circumstances. The LSMS is therefore intendedas a contributiontowards meeting the healthy appetite for informationabout people and their well being.
In supplying essentialdata for the determinationof policy, the
potential importanceof LSMS is unlikely to diminish in the years to come.
This is firstly because of the historical trend in most culturestowards a
greater concern for equalityas such. This trend is encouragedby the weight of
evidence that aggregate growth is not always shared equally within countries.
But such evidence is sketchy, so that conclusionsare rarely indisputable. One
* An earlier version of this paper was presentedat the meeting of the American

StatisticalAssociation,Houston Texas, August, 1980.
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reason for wanting to undertake the LSMS is to remedy this situation. The need
to do so will be of even greater importancein the future since many countries
must now address the probability of having to restructuretheir economies in
the face of slower overall growth of export demand, and a worsening of the terms
of trade. Without the facts on how individualliving standards are geared to
the productionstructure,there are major difficultiesin trying to formulatea
policy for restructuringwhich is sensitive to its repercussionson different
socio-economicgroups. Without knowing how the living standards of such groups
are in fact changing over

time,

it

will

not be possible to judge

the success

of

any policy in protecting living standards or sharing hardships.
Following the meeting of an Expert Advisory Group held in February, the
work program for

the LSMS has been designed

Of the many indications

of support

to take advantage

which were offered

at

as much as possible

the meeting

and,

of course,

to plan the program in the light of the expert commentsand advice which wrere
received. The main implicationsare to present a program in three phases that
will

spread

over four years.

While the general proposal to launch the LSMS has been well received,
various commentatorshave stressed the enormousrange of topics which could
potentiallybe addressed,and the consequentneed to define a relativelynarrow
focus at the outset. Similarly,while the purpose of LSMS is potentially to
contributeto improvedpractice in a wide range of countries,the study can
directly concern itself with only a handful. On subject matter, therefore,it
has been decided to limit attention largely to income and expendituredata,
though these are to be approachedin a broad framework. With respect to country
coverage, the work program and our plans for the discussionand disseminationof
results both reflect a concern to spread the benefits of LSMS as widely as possible,
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while limiting the instances in which LSMS might have a direct involvement. In
this context it is distinctlyhelpful that other initiativesare under way to
help countriesdevelop their capability to conduct household surveys. Notable
in this regard are the U.N. Household Survey CapabilityProgramme and the InterAmerican Household Survey Programme. With their initial emphasismore on capability than on content, these programs are complementaryto LSMS. Therefore,
in planning the work program for LSMS, the approach has been to provide opportunity and flexibilityfor mutually supportiveefforts. More broadly,in devising a work program to fit within our constraintsthe guiding principleshave
been (a) to define a basic core of activitieswhich we will pursue directly;
and (b) to allow flexibilityto collaborateand make contributionsto the work
of others insofar as we are able and invited to do so.
An important task for LSMS is to identify best practice for collecting
data which measure some major aspects of living standards. It is therefore intended to produce model questionnairesand supportingmanuals as LSMS output.
These, however, are not envisaged as the total product. Questions of "what data are
to be collected,and how?" will be approachedin LSMS via the data needs identified for policy formulation. The primary output will thereforebe a set of
studies on what data is needed and how it can be used to illuminateparticular
areas of policy intervention. By giving this emphasis to applicationsof
household survey data and demonstratingtheir use, we hope to contributeas
much to the stimulationof demand for better surveys as to their design.
The remainder of this paper is subdivided into four sections. Section II
outlines the general framework of LSMS. Section III describes the work program
in brief. More detail on Phase I of the work program is provided in Section IV,
while Section V looks at Phase II and beyond.
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II.

GENERALFRAMEWORK
OF LSMS

The technical limitations of existing surveys, and the methodology on
which they are based, caution against high expectations as to what can be
achieved with the existing state of the art.

It follows that much must be

ruled out. A particular casuality is the wish to measure changes in individual
living standards over time via longitudinal studies. For some this would be
the highest priority for LSMS if other things were equal. While some success
has previously been reported in this area, the known methods are both sophisticated and costly, while results are inevitably slow to emerge. The LSMS is
concerned with methods that could be assimilated relatively smoothly across
many countries; and to promote greater demand among those who make policy for
the products which survey statisticians can more readily supply. In short, the
need is to give focus and purpose to household surveys in line, more or less,
with current capabilities and budgets.
While the possibility of undertaking longitudinal studies must be ruled
out, an emphasis on what changes are taking place over time is essential to
LSMS.

The primary need is to know which groups in society are benefiting from

development efforts, and by how much.

In particular, it is important to estab-

lish whether some groups are being left out. Accordingly, the main thrust of
the LSMS must be towards a set of concepts and questions which can be used
repeatedly, maybe at five-year intervals, to make statements about changes over
time.
This emphasis has various implications for what LSMS can usefully attempt
and expect to achieve. First, it justifies an unusual emphasis on systematizing
concepts, questionnaire design, field methods and subsequent data processing and
analysis. Purpose-built software may be appropriate, for example, although
probably beyond the means of LSMS itself. More generally, LSMS must be deeply
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concernedwith support systems for carrying through survey work at all stages.
At present, many countriesare able to execute surveys in the field, only to
run into major problems at the various stages of editing, tabulatingand
analyzing the results. Such problems are a major factor in explainingwhy
many surveys are slow to yield useful results. In turn, the lack of timeliness in obtaining results is an important reason for the low priority giv en
to survey work by many governments. Thus, while statisticaloffices often
complain about their lack of resources and the low priority accorded to their
needs, it must be recognizedthat the output they generate is rarely exhilarating. By now there is, of course, a 'chicken-and-the-egg'
problem here.
If we take the more favorable interpretationof the situationfrom the statisticians'viewpoint, then the implicationis that Prime Ministers,Finance
Ministers, etc., togetherwith their senior administrativecolleagues,do not
fully appreciate the opportunitiesthat are being missed. But if this is so,
then customereducationvia demonstrationeffects should be a top priority for
LSMS. This means that the processingand analysis of data to draw out its
policy implicationsdeserve even greater emphasis than do the niceties of the conceptual frame or subletiesof imputation. It is arguable that those things
which happen, or should happen after data has been collected define the topics
which deserve the most serious attention.
Second, it must be recognized that there are strong argumentsagainst
attempts to incorporatein one survey the many issues which separate surveys can
address. Yet the multiple dimensionsof living standards,and their recognized
connections--forexample,betweenhealth and housing conditions,education and
fertility--cannotbe capturedby simple, single purpose surveys. Moreover, surveys which are focused too narrowly are potentiallydangerous insofar as they
draw attentionto particularaspects to the exclusion of others,or to the
broader issues of social and economicdevelopment. The danger here is in a
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misplaced focus of attention and the literal interpretationof results. If--surveys show that many householdslack electricity,it is not an obvious development priority to remedy this situation. Of course, the statisticiancamnot
be blamed for such ex post misapplicationswhen they occur. But at the ex ante
stage, participatingin the debate on which data are most needed for pol-Lcypurposes, the statisticiancannot avoid a responsibilityfor the wise deploymentof
resources. This stricture applies equally to LSMS and the prioritiesand scope
which are recognizedby it. If its purpose is to develop concepts,methods and
manuals on procedurewhich will make it easier for countries to collect particular types of data, then the responsibilityfor being selectivecannot be avoided.
The need, then, is to identify those central topics through which a survey, repeated at five-year intervals,can capture the main elementsin the determination of living standards for different groups over time. In any particularinstance, extra modules can be added to the core questionnaire,depending on data
needs in particularsituations.LSMS must be designed to encourage this possibility. Its primary focus, however,must be on the core of questionswhich permit
statementsabout changes over time in-the main elementsof living standards.
Finally, the emphasison changes over time should not be interpreted

as

a preoccupationwith the vicissitudesof individualfortunes. There are a
great

many factors

of individual

which play

and family

a role

circumstances.

in determining

the progress

Those which are

interesting

through

time

from the

perspective of LSMS are the ones which are amenable to being influencedby
policy. They thereforerelate to differences in mean values between groups
and over time, when groups are defined with respect to characteristicswhich
can be distinguishedin the design of policy. By implication,there are
numerous alternativegroupingswhich are of interest, and there is no reason
for LSMS to focus on any particular one. The point which has a direct bearing
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on the design of LSMS is that there is a premium on measuring group means
accurately as opposed to intragroupvariations.

The emphasis should not be on

inequalityper se, but on that part of inequalitywhich can be capturedbetween
groups, however defined. This means that the measurement of income distributions
should be discounted in LS14Sto the extent that it calls for a different approach
to that
for

which will

different

to demonstrate

product

it

best

estimates

on the trends

over

time in mean values

groups.

If data

and that

provide

are to be useful,
how they are

is potentially

in a timely

straightforward

to be used,
within

fashion.

survey,

then

should

that

the capacity

The need,

the details

it

then,

be relatively

there

straightforward

is a market

for the product,

of most countries
is for

a relatively

of which need to be 'got

to deliver
simple

that

and

right',

including the details of how the results obtained in the field are subsequently
to be processed

and analyzed.
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III. THE WORK PROGRAM IN OUTLINE

The work program set out below is in three phases which broadly correspond to the sequence: design; implementation;and analysis. This order of
succession,however, is not intended to delay the start of each phase until
previous phases have been completed;and there will be feedbacksfrom later
stages onto earlier work, especiallythe feedback from analysis onto design.
III. (i) Phase I
Phase I has three main components. These are:
1) Evaluationof existing data and me-thodsof collection and analysis
2) The preliminarydesign of topic studies
3) The preliminary
Details

for

Here it

can be noted

each of these
that

design

of new surveys

components

are given

upon completion

in the next

of Phase

section

I documentary

of this
material

paper.
will

be

disseminatedwidely both through direct distributionto interestedparties and
through scientificmeetings.
III. (ii) Phase II
The purpose of Phase !I will be to carry out fieldworkin selected
countries,both of small-scaleexperimentsor pilot surveys and, in some instances,
of full national surveys. These surveys will be based on the proposals generated in Phase I. In any one instance, the detailed content of the survey work
will be based on a range of considerations,includingthe particularinterests
of the country in question,while staying within the overall conceptualframework
of LSMS. Beyond this, the arrangementswill have to reflect the local capability
in a country. In some cases it will be necessary for LSMS to directly provide
inputs beyond those obtained from Phase I of the study. In others, these additional inputs - covering local adaptationof manuals and questionnaires,sample
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design, training and managementof field staff, data editing and processingwill be provided locally or through technicalassistanceprograms such as the
UN National Household Survey CapabilityProgramme.
The work on Phase II will cover both small-scale,experimentalsurveys and
full national surveys. Some of the former will normally be necessary as a preliminary to the latter, but it will not be useful or necessary in all cases to
proceed from small-scaleexperimentsto full national surveys within the framework of LSMS since the results of experimentswill be of value in themselves.
Equally,

it will

be necessary

LSMS to allow full
ally

;7eights

to limit
to be given

the amount of experimental
to the national

surveys

work within
which are potenti-

the primary focus. Further details on the nature and range of potential ex-

perimentationare given in Section V below.

These cover both subject-treatment

experimentsand experimentsof a purely statisticalcharacter.
III. (iii) Phase III
Phase III
tion

of results

is the final

phase of LSMS and therefore covers the documenta-

and recommendations.

These are to fall

under

the following

three

headings:
1) tanuals

and questionnaires

2) Topic studies
3) Scientific

papers

The need for documentationon the questionnaireswhich LSMS will recommend as a basis for national practice is self-evident. However, there are two
features of LSMS which will particularlyinfluence the documentationto be prepared, One is the emphasis to be put on measuring changes in living standards
over time. The other is the recognitionthat no one questionnaireis appropriate for all national and cultural situations. Both considerationsargue for
the basic emphasis to be on the concepts to be measured and maintained over time.

-
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The detailed translationof these concepts into particularnational/cultural
situationsneed not be uniform; therefore,the documentationmust cover the
principles for

such translation,with examples, as well as the concepts themselves.

The source of the concepts to be used in LSMS will be the topic studies
which show what data is needed, why, and how it should be tabulated and analyzed
to yield policy inferences. These studies will thereforebe the main component
of LS?fS. They are not intended to be advanced treatiseson particular topics.
but general guides on how to use results from household surveys to inform
a broad audience about living

and to analyze and explain their deter-

standards

minants.
To set these topic studies in context, survey results can be considered
at four levels at least. First, there are the crude numbers obtained from
field work, edited for quality control and made accessible in data files. This
product

is the primary

accessible
or whatever

goal,

in response
working

files

since

to whatever
might

it provides
specific

be needed

questions
for

set which should

a micro-data

particular

might

be addressed

applications

be

to it,

and

analyses, Second, results take the form of derived statisticswhich can usefully
complement the basic data, such as subtotals,ratios, and imputed values for
particularvariables. Again, there seems to be no substitutefor direct recommendations in this area, and for some worked-throughexampleswhich can provide a
ready checklist for others to follow up.
the graphs,

tabulations,

and standard

The third level of results comprises

formats

for

presentation

(and publication)

of what has been revealedby the survey. Some countries are well
aDie to carry tnrough this stage of a survey without any such guidance. But thereare a great

many which are not.

A significant

amount of the current

frustration

with the "state of the art" is due to the fact that the processingof results at
this stage is ill-designed regarding both scope and content. There seems to be an

-
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unsatisfieddemand for detailed recommendationsin this area. Moreover, it is
the results obtained at this level which are of the greatest potential interest
for public debate. Comparing such results over time will define the changes
which have taken place, and hence the evolution of living standardswhich is
our primary concern. Therefore,such results merit the closest consideration.
Finally, results take the form of in-depth investigations,typically
4nvolvingmultivariateanalysis, hypothesis testing, etc. There is a great
shortageof individualswho can design and execute studies at this level, e.g.,
studies on Engel curves; hedonic studies of housing conditions;measures of
poverty and inequality;and earnings functions. Such studies can add depth to
the understandingobtained from simple, tabular results, and hence be of value
to the policy-makingprocess. Accordingly, they should be a part of the LSMS,
in the spirit that prototype studies might usefully be replicated in countries
where the necessary skills are available.
III (iv) The Topic Studies
The list of topic studies for LSMS is not final. So far we have

Poverty and inequality;
Manpower, employment,and earnings;
Income distributionand national accounts;
Demand analysis;
Economic influenceson demography;
Access to public services.

- 12
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In each case, these studies will discuss basic concepts; correspondingdata.
requirementsand how they relate to the data collectionrecommended by LSMS;
r4cowmended methods

of tabulation

and analysis,

with

illustrations

based on

country examples; and finally, but not least, how to interpret the results and
extract their policy implications.
- Since these studies largely define the data that LSMS needs to collect,
it is important at the outset to develop an outline of each study, including
the concepts to be measured and the tabulations,etc., which are required..
The list of studies given above is open-ended as previouslynoted, and
there may be some deletions. The data which LSMS collectswill potentially
permit a wide range of studies which would serve the basic concern to demonstrate

how to tabulateand analyze data once it is collected,and how to

interpret such tabulations,and extract their implications. This, then, is an
area in which it is hoped to preserve so.meflexibility to allow new opportunities to be seized as they present themselves.
Given our intention to make the topic studies practical and basically
simple, there will be a separateneed to communicatesome of the more sophisticated research findingsof LSNS to the professionalaudience. This will be
done through scientificjournals in the usual manner.
Scientificpublicationsare only one way in which we propose to keep
the profession informedof progress and results of LSMS as it proceeds. A
second,which 'willprovide the primary vehicle, is to be a special series of
working papers, to be advertisedand available on request. This series will
begin with the papers presented to the Expert Group Meeting in February, a list
of which is attached as Annex I.
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III. (v) Beyond LSMS
To conclude this overview of the work program and before coming
to the more detailed
to say something

discussion

about

of content

the future

must be uncertain,of course,

not

which

follows,

it is appropriate

after

LSMS is completed.

least

because

This future

the outcome of the study

is

itself uncertain. LSMS is a research study. Some of its experimentsor
findings will be discouraging,no doubt, and there will be-a need at the
end of the study to undertake a major evaluation. This should not
involve too many surprises,however, insofar as contacts with both professional cpinion and governmentstatisticianswill be establishedand maintained throughout. Also, the success

of the

study

will

depend,

in the first

instance, on the extent to which national statisticalauthoritieschoose to
adopt the proposals which emerge from Phase I of the study without necessarily
waiting for all phases to be completed. Within this, the LSMS recommendations
on how to tabulate and present household survey informationmay have farreaching and more immediateconsequencesthan full adoption of the LSMS proposals.
In view of the range of possibilitiesas to how LSMS might influence
future work on living standard measurement,the study will not be directed to
any fixed ends beyond those described in this work program. By maintainingthe
close cooperationthere has been with the UN National Household Survey Capability
Program through the early stages of defining the LSMS and by keeping the
StatisticalCommissioninformed of progresson the study, it it hoped that the
LSMS research study will lead to a set of results which might eventuallybe
commended as guidelinesfor national practice.
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IV.

IV.

PHASE I

(D Evaluationof Existing Data and Methods of Collectionand AnalysiLs
This activity has already begun, and papers presented to the Expert

Group Meeting held in February 1980, document much of the experience to date
(see Annex 1 for a list of Working Papers derived from this meeting). This
documentationwill now be extendedby further papers on specific investigations
of survey methodologywhich might be set up as new experimentswithin LSMS-focusing on such technicaldetails as recall periods,use of diaries,
reinterviews,nonresponse,etc.--or as tests on existing data sets where such
experimentalinformationhas already been collected.
While there
the general
Lhis will

position
be a less

is enormous scope
is that

for further

enough has been learned

productive

activity

analysis
to date

of existing
to suggest

data,
that

'Ihanworking on fresh, newly designed

information. Accordingly,such analysis will be restricted to situationswhich
are exceptional
prospects
tional

for

either
local

opportunity

in terms

collaboration,

of the richness of the informationsource and
or because

such work will

provide

the

addi-

to become familiar with the situation in a country which is

likely to be involved in subsequentstages of the LSMS. So far, five countries
have been identifiedwhich are exceptional in these terms,
These investigationsof existing data follow detailed work on the
analysisof surveys already undertakenin the Bank, much of which is brief-lyreported on by Altimir and Visaria in their respectivepapers to the Februarymeeting. Otherwise,the literatureon existing surveys provides a resource olnwhich
we will draw freely, as with the general professionalexperiencein this area
which is known to us or becomes available.

-
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IV. (ii) Preliminary Design of Topic Studies
Work on the preliminary design of four of the six proposed topic
studies will commence this summer. It will focus on the specificationof concepts, pro forma tabulations,and the analyses which we would like to carry out
with Phase II results as available. The general form of each study will be:
(1) Concepts to be measured and their theoreticalbasis;
(2) Questionnairemodules to measure the concepts and experience
of their use;
(3) Numerical results, with special emphasis on tabular and graphical
presentationand interpretation;
(4) Derived statisticsand their interpretation;
(5) More advanced analysis, hypothesis testing and interpretatior.;
(6) Policy implications.
For the first four of the provisional studies, items

(1) and (3)

pro forma are to be completedby December 1980 togetherwith outlines of the
full study in each case. To the extent possible, results from previous studies
and new results from surveys available to us will be used to test out concepts
and to illustratethe pro forma. This work will continue over succeedingperiods,
pending the availabilityof fresh material from Phase II of LSMS. Meanwhile,
the early results at the pro forma stage will provide material for dissemination and professionaldiscussion. The followingnotes are a preliminaryguide
as

to possible content.

Income Distributionand National Accounts: This study will-show how household

will

can be used as a micro-data

data

survey

be on national

format
analogous

accounts

base

in the expanded

for national
social

accounts.

accounting

matrix

The emphasis
(SAM)

in which the household sector is subdividedinto socio-economicgroups,
to

the

subdivision

of production

in

input-output

analysis.

This

study
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will define the overall framework,not least with respect to concepts and definitions, which will be carried forward in other studies. It will build on the
work on SAM's which has already been undertakenin various countries,

Demand Analysis: This study will examine in depth the various issues which
underlie estimates of total consumptionby households. The subject matter w :1
cover Engel curve analysis and household compositioneffects, together with
problems of price variationsbetween households, seasonal effects, and the need
to impute values to income in kind, production for self-consumption,and various
benefits provided by public services. A second dimension of this study will be
the analysis of data on housing conditionsand the accumulationof durable goods-bicycles, sewing machines, radios, etc.--as an additionaldimension to living
standards as defined by current consumptionlevels.
Poverty and Inequality;

In the first instance, the theory of consumer beha-

vior provides the basis for measures of living stanidards
as set out in Deaton's
contributionto the Februarymeeting, while Visaria's contributionto the
same meeting illustratesmany of the tabulationsand analyses that are appropriate. Difficultiesremain in the treatment of imputed incomes and expenditures of various types,and it will be necessary to address issues of poverty
and inequalityfrom the perspectiveof societies stratifiedaccording to
socio-economicgroups. It will also be necessary to explore indicatorsof
poverty and affluence, reflectingboth a need for measures which are simpler
than those suggestedby pure theory and for measureswhich capture elements of
living standardswhich complementthe informationin such indices as household
per capita consumption. Particularemphasis will be given to identification

-
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of poverty,not least in terms of identiof the poor and the cliaracterization
fication of the factor endowmentsof households.

Manpower, Employmentand Earnings: The study will cover the sources of income
for householdsof different types and give particularemphasis to employment
income and income from household productionactivities. The analysis of dualities (imperfections)in labor markets will be a critical theme, based largely
or.the estimationof earnings functionswhich recognizeeducation level as a
key variable along with other household resources,such as access to land.
Labor force participationand the distinctionbetween primary and secondary
workers will provide still another element of this study which will, in general,
emphasizethe importanceof approachingsources of household incomes in relation to (a) their factor endowments (especiallylabor and land) and (b) the
structureof productionanQ forms of organization.
The four studies briefly outlined above will draw heavily on work
previouslyundertakenin the Bank, the ILO, and more broadly.
The two studies previously listed but not included in the above four,
viz. Economic Influenceson Demography,andAccess to Public Services, are
less well advanced and are to be based potentiallyon developmentsbeyond the
core activitiesof LSMS. They are discussed in SectionV below.
IV.

(iii) PreliminaryDesign of New Surveys
The specifics of survey content raise a host of issues which must

ultimatelybe resolved in relation to the details of the topic studies. Here
we will make no attempt to be exhaustive,but rather to comment on some specific
points which seem to be of strategic importance.

-
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Sample Design
First,

the sample frame for

collecting

data will

neceasarily

be based

in the first instance on geographic subdivisions.
It is thereforenot essentia'z
to canvass nationwidesurveys in any year. However, there would seem to be a
strong case for doing so since the geographicsubdivisionof householdsis only
one of several

relevant groupings.The value of resultswill be much.

-

reduced if nationwidesurveys are eschewed. Similarly,it would seem to be
essential

to collect

potentially

important

data

over a full

sessonal

effects

annual

cycle,

if only because of the

which can be captured

as a result.

Second, in designing samples, the emphasisshould be towards gcood
estimatesof mean values for householdsof a given type, rather than on variations
within household types. As argued in the introduction,the objective should be
to measure, first, average levels of living within groups of households,and
hence the changes in them over time, and, secondly, the differences in these averages which arise between groups. The efficiencyof estimationof intragroupvarLationsis not crucial,and thereforeis not an important factor in sampla desigp
as far as LSMS is concerned.
Householdas a Producing and ConsumingUnit
Since many householdsin developingcountries are engaged in houzehold

and/or

unincorporated

business

activities,

-

it will be importantto define

carefullythe boundariesof the household as an income earning/consumingunit.
Adopting a narrow definitionpotentiallysimplifiesthe househo'd survey.
Equally, data which are tot picked up in one inquiry must be sought in
another to the extent that they are important. It can be argued that one
of the key areas in which data are needad is the relationshipof the
household to the productionstructure of the economy. Such data must therefore

-
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be collected from households to the extent that an interface is required to
relate informationon consumption to that which is collected from production
units; and where the household is the productionunit, there is obviously
a strong

case

for

and consumption
defined

incorporating

information

in the same survey.

both as a producing

on both its productionactivities

Hence the household

needs to be carefully

and as a consuming unit.

The above is most important in relation to households

engaged

in

subsistenceagriculturalproduction. But in fact most households Drovide both
goods and servicesfor themselves,if only at the level of growing a few
vegetablesand maintainingproperty..
The less developed the society, the more
prominent are such activities;and they are generally of greater relevance for
the poor as comparedto the rich. It is therefore importantto
measure these activitiesin a systematicway, as a complementto the picture of
incomes and consumptionwhich can be obtained from details of cash flows and
transactions.Their valuation raises difficult questionsof imputation,which
canr-otalways be neatly resolvedwith referenceto economictheory.
Essentially there are two approaches,one based on the estimationof what it
would cost to buy the goods or serviceswhich the householdprovides for itself,
the other on income forgoneby the household in choosingto supply goods or
services to itself, rather than work for wages. In an ideal world these two
approachesmight yield essentiallythe same answers.But the real world is not
so simple
strictly

and, in particular,the opportunitiesto work remunerativelycan be
limited.
Given these general considerations,some co=ment can be offered on

the particular

topics

which might be covered.
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Enumeration

of Household

The starting
covering

age,

information
producing

sex,

point

race,

needs to-be
unit,

Members

implying

ia evidently

education

with

the members of the household,

and interpersonal

collected

on the boundaries

a designation

relationships.

Next,

of the household

of the occupational

status

as a

of each

SIdividual.

EiLployment and Occupation
An a checkon individual
occupational
status,and becausethe
resultscouldbe of directinterestin theirown right,thereis a case for
includinag
questions

on timeuse withinLSMS.Not least,suchdata can provride

a meansof checkingon the mixtureof activities
undertaken
by individuals,
and
henceon the itemsof incomeand expenditure
whichneed to be imputed.They
can alsoleadnaturallyinto detailsof employment
statusand sourcesof
income. The tecihtLical
issues of collecting time use data are considerable.
This then may be an area

in which LSMS should

experiment.

Housing and Durables
Data on housing
fresh

water,

include

waste

household

the section

infrequent

disposal,
durable

on acquisition

such as weddings

should

and lighting,

the availability
and might

goods such as cooking
and sale

and funerals,

expenditures.

include

of durable

which give

rise

of amenities

potentially

and heating
goods should
to significant,

such as

be extended

to

appliances.

SiLmilarly,

cover

topics,

other

irregular

and

This categorymust also include data on asset accumu-

lation and sales associatedwith household productionactivities.
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Cash Transactions
Next, a full
is called

for,

balanced

providing

at the aame time,

relating

data on cash expenditures,

statement

a consistency

of cash incomes and expenditures

check on more detailed

the household
an important

information

and,

to the cash economy. In collecting
point

is whether

quantity

or price

data should be sought to supplementthe informationon financialoutlays. A
variant which may be of interestwould be not to attempt either for individual
households,but rather to seek price data independently,e.g. by having
separate surveys of prices conductedamong a selected group of
housewiveswho might be interviewedindividuallyor as a group, or
alternativelyby collectingdata from markets or retail outlets. It can be
noted that this type of price data is also needed in the International
ComparisonsProject work on internationalpurchasingparities and for generating national accounts at constantprices. Furthermore,a vector of prices
is always needed to impute values to those items which are not purchased for
cash: the approach offers one way of obtaining these vectors. And finally,surprising variationsare observed in prices for consumer goods both over time and
and according to the haggles or bargainingwhich are a part o;teverydaylife.
This type of variation is a componentof the intragroupvariationwhich we have
previously suggested is not a primary concern. Hence it may be unnecessary to
pursue it.
On the income side, cash receiptsderive from employment,transfers,
returns

to financial

assets

and sale

of own produce.

Of these,

it

is

reasonab'.e

to anticipatebetter data under some heads than others. With respect to cash
wages, the potentiallyimportantfeature, beyond the amounts involved,is to
fix

tbe nature of employment so that

the household

can be linked

up to the

-
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productionstructure.This essentiallyinvolves a description of the type of
work dons and the nature of the employing agent

or establishment.One possible

way of fixing links to the formal sector of productionarises when the latter can
be identifiedthrough payment of social securitycontributions.This is perhaps
an ara

for exzerimentation.
Data for

some types

of transfers

are easier

to collect

than

others.

Cash transfersbetween householdswill arise both on the receipts side ard as
items of expenditure. Hence they can usefully be cross-checkedat the aggregate
level. Transfer receipts from social security, scholarships,and remittances
do not present any severe problems, but the transferswhich derive from c:orporate distributionsare much more difficult to pin down, as are interest payments and receipts. There is little that can be done to improve the quality of
such data obtainedat the household level of inquiry.
Finally, sales of own produce are an important element of the overall
picture of cash transactions. In subsistencesocieties such sales are likely
to be irregularand subject to a markad seasonality.The reference

period

to

therefore important.Equally,the nature of the-'ownproduct' sold is important
for relating

the household

to the pro4uction

side of the economy.

Non-Cash Transactions
Non-cash transactionswhich do not add to the stock of assets are
simultaneously
in physical

an element both of Incomes and expenditures.
terms via inputs

(notably

labor

time)

They can be measured

or outputs

(such as kilos

vegetables).But however this is done, the same physical entry

appears

an item of consumptionand on the iucome side

and it

of the accounts;

both as
is a

separatequestionto determinewhat value to associatewith each physical
magnitude.

of
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These non-cash elements of income and expenditurewhich need to be
imputed fall under four main headings. The first is the amount to be imputed
as a result of ownership of durables,notably housing. The second is attributable to income in kind, such as meals provided by the employer at the place
of work. The third category covers the goods and serviceswhich households
provide for themselvesvia direct labor input. And finally, there are the
services provided by the state which households utilize. This latter category
includeshousehold benefits from state education and health facilities,and
hence is importantin broadeningthe picture of a household's living standard
as otherwisedetermined. Difficult questions of imputationarise in relation
to such items; nevertheless,it would seem to be worth pursuing them because
of the obvious links with policy and welfare.
Summary
The above discussionof survey content can be summarizedby suggesting
that data might be collected in six areas as follows:
(1) Enumerationof household members with details according to age, sex,
race, education level, occupationalstatus and interrelationships.
(2) Individualtime use by locations,activities in each location, and
mode of transportbetween locations in order to cover employment
status and other aspects of labor force participation.
(3) Characteristicsof the dwelling, includinghousehold durables,
amenities,ownership,and rent paid, if any.
(4) Infrequentexpenditures,i.e. acquisitionof household and personal
durables, home improvements,weddings, funeral expenses, etc.,
over the past 12 months, plus acquisitionand sale of assets for
use in household productionactivities.

-

(5)

Full

accounting
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of cash transactions:

expenditures

by item,

incomes

by source.
(6)

Consumption
services,
All this

of own produce

plus

and public

adds up to being

an ambitious

might well be cut back by a determined

to that

which can be used for

tabulations
suggested

or to that
and analyses.

topics

type of goods or

income in kind.

details

-data collected

services.by

checking

undertaking.
attempt

the internal

which is of direct.relevance
Equally,

could well

it may be thought

be deleted.

We fear,

The necessary

to restrict

consistency

iufornation
of the

for predetermined.
that

some of the

however,

that

the pressures

will be in the opposite direction, i.e. to attempt more rather than lesis.
V.. PHASE II AND BEYOND

v.

(i) Preparation

for

Field

Tests,

Pilot

and Full

Surveys

As the topic studies are developed and their data requirementsare
translatedinto draft questionnaires,a number of technical,statistical issues
will come to the fore.. These include the practical problems of measurability,
required accuracy, and correctionprocedures. There will thereforebe
a need to develop.a series of survey documents or manuals on methods and procedures for data collection,covering questionnairedesign, sampling and field
methods, and guides to editing, statisticalimputationand tabulations. These
should be based on experimentaltesting to the extent that resourceswill allow,
and add up to the documentationof recommendationson how to implement the data
collectionwith which LSMS is concerned.

-
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The developmentof this aspect of LSMS will depend on anticipated
and revealed problems in implementingLSMS data collection. The core questionnaire will not only need to be translatedand modified to suit local situations,
but the sead to have alternative

versions

of the questiouaire

for different

groups (literatevs. illiterate,those engaged in subsistanceproduction, etc.)
can be anticipatedat the outset. Similarly,there is known variation in field
methods, e*.g.,with respect to numbers of interviews,respondentsand supervisors.
The identificationof best

pracLice

over a z

oo_ zo-.riaz

the success actuallyachieved and the obstacles encounteredprovides an initial
means of identifyingthe extent to which modificationsof the core questionnaire
will be necessaryand alternativeformats for particularmodules will be required to meet different situations. Beyond this a more detailedwork program
will be prepared on the range of statisticalexpermentationwhich could
efficientlycontributeto the technicalaspects of LSMS survey implementation.
v.

(ii)

Further Elements of the Work Program
On the remaining items of the work program there is little to add

beyond the points made in the broad outline provided in Section MIIabove:
these remaining elementswill follow naturally from the foundationspreviously
laid. Subject to the progress achieved, however, there are two additional
elements to the LSMS work program which we would like to inject. These are
associatedwith the two topic studies referred to in Section IIIbut not
developed in IV (ii) above.
The narrow focus

of LSMS essentiallyon incomes and expenditures

excludes a number of areas, such as health, nutrition,fertility and education
which are importantelementsof livJng standards ard potentiallyrequirt the

-
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developmentof quite specific survey instruments. At the same time, the usefulness of survey results on these topics is greatly increased if they are compatable with correspondingeconomic indicators,not least income. Accordingly,
to explore the possibilitiesand difficultiesof this type of linkage,LSMS
will extend itself into the area of economic and demographiclinkagesbec:ause(a)
the demographic component that is requir.edhas been well thought through and
thoroughlytried by the World Fertility Survey; and (b) these particulartypes of
linkage are already well researched,particularlywithin the Bank.
A second area for possible expansion of LSMS is in relation to community or village level surveys. These can contributesubstantiallyfor three
reasons. First, the emphasiswe would like to put on changes in living standards over time in LSMS is hard to capture simply through point-in-timehousehold surveys. However, it is much easier to track fixed communities over time
and hence to have longitudinalsurveys of these. Secondly, the community is an
interestingunit in its own right and represents the proper unit of inquiry on
the availabilityof services, for example. Thirdly, one of the major problems with household
unmanageable.

surveys

A potential

veys in a common framework

is that

they can easily

become too long and/or

advantage of setting household and community suris,

therefore,

that

this

provides

some opportunity

for relieving the pressure on the household survey quest.onnaireand making
it simpler.
Our thoughts
development.
to public

One line
services

LSMS,and provides
For this
among the

in this

area are embryonic and call

of approach

is an important

is to recognize
area which ideally

an immediate point

reason,

the subject

list

of six provided

that

of departure

has been included
earlier.

for considerable

availability
should

be developed

beyond household

as a provisional

A second

and access

approach

surveyS.

topic

is based

within

title
on the
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view that surveys at the community level which require complementaryhousehold
data are of considerableinterest for project monitoring and evaluation. At
this point we are at the early stages of evaluatingexisting surveys and
gathering expert opinion. It is not clear how far LSMS can travel down this
particularroad. What is apparent at this stage is that the community survey
is potentiallythe most interestingdevelopmentto explore beyond household
surveys and to the extent that resources allow.
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